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Tropical & Garden Flower Identification is an overall photographic resource guide for the

identification and growing of tropical plants and flowers in the greater West Indies: Caribbean,

Bahamas, Central America, Florida & South Georgia. More than 500 stunning photographs allow

easy identification by everyone, with plants arranged in colour coded common-sense chapters,

English & Spanish common names, weights and measures in standard & metric, and all scientific

taxonomy. Every plant gets an overall and close-up image of the flower for ID purposes, plus

information on the plant, how to grow guide, and any dangers or legalities. Over 530 photos. Over

270 plant species. Full indexes. Pages are wipeable and each book has a protective plastic sleeve

wallet. Handy travel and garden size - 6x9. IPPY AWARD WINNER - Silver Medal - Best

Non-Fiction SE USA 2007. ERIC HOFFER AWARD - Gold Medal - Best Home & Garden USA

2009.
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It is a lovely book, and my wife thinks it is one of the best flowerÂ books she has ever seen. She

seems somehow to have claimed it as her own Adrian KoopmanÂ  --Adrian Koopman - Professor

Zulu Studies - South Africa.Hello Graeme, I have received the copies of your book. It is stunningly

beautiful! The photos are fabulous and text is simple and direct. I really like it and it will do very well

in the store. Thank you for the signed copy-I will treasure it. Cheers, Linda.Â Hemingway House,

Key WestI just received my copy of the book. I am overwhelmed. It is stunning and will be my

newest constant companion reference. I absolutely love it. Congrats to you and Davie for getting it

so right. I cant wait till the other copies arrive and I can see the faces of my friends as they open



theirs. --Helen - owner Parrot Tree Plantation & Nursery - HondurasI just received this magnificent

book - bravo to you! Wow - it is gorgeous! Beautiful pictures, lovely design. Plus what an amazing

and interesting read and so relaxing in this crazy world. Well done. --Sharon - owner Loupe Media -

NY.Incredible, just incredible. Every botanic garden and bookstore in the South must stock this

book. Not only is it beautiful and informative but it's personal. After reading your acknowledgements

and David's piece, the reader has a sense of who the writer is. Your name and the book need to be

all over Google. --Carol - Image Resources - Chicago

I spent over 2 years researching and writing the book, and over 20 years photographing the

adventure - which it has been! Ooh the stories I could tell yea, but me palate is thus parched and in

dire need of a whiskey or home brew!

Huge help identifying a lot of the beautiful plants seen here in west central Florida. Many are

escapees from cultivation, some are offered at local sales without identifiers, some from seeds

donated by passing birds. This helps tremendously in deciding which to incorporate and which to

admire from afar. Had checked this book out so many times from the local library, just decided to

buy one. Glad we found this seller!Arrived promptly in excellent condition and fair price.

It helps to identify almost all of the plants and flowers around me here in Naples, Florida! It's

expensive, but the photos are great, and is very educational to me. With the help of this book, I feel

like a "native" now being able to name all vegetation near where I live!

My wife loves this book. It was recommended by a friend who does landscaping in the tropics and

we are very happy with the quality of the book and contents.

Good reference for interest

I got this as a present for my Dad at his request. The book is well written and well laid out. Its full of

information and lots of lovely coloured photographs. Its a bit pricey but for the true flower/garden

enthusiast, they will definitely appreciate its content.

It is a useful reference book, although a bit basic. I use it as an initial approach and then look

forward for more detailed and complete information in another sources (internet, for example).



An outstanding & utterly professional ID book on tropical flowers and plants. Well researched and

written. The photographs are beautiful & truly amazing. The 2007 Silver Medal for Regional Non

Fiction awarded by IPPY in New York is well deserved.
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